Product-Service-Systems (PSS), systems which forces on generating higher value by integrating physical products and services have been attracting much attention in manufacturing. To design PSS business model, it is important to select best business model for your company after reviewing many business model in conceptual design stage. However, our business model design workshop has revealed that it is difficult for traditional product-selling manufacturing that inventing PSS business model which includes much service element. This is because PSS business model is far from their traditional business model. Thus, it is necessary to support contriving multiple business model options on the conceptual design stage. Therefore, this study supports manufacturing to design PSS business model and proposes a task management framework for reviewing PSS business model from their product-selling business model. The proposed framework provides the designers with viewpoints and checklists for PSS business model design. The effectiveness of the framework is demonstrated by an application to example case. 
PSS に関する研究は，2000 年代前半より特に欧州を中心として進められてきた．PSS の代表的な定義を以下 に示す．

A Product Service System (PS system, or product service combination) is a marketable set of products and services, jointly capable of fulfilling a client's need.
( 
Product service (PS): a value proposition that consists of a mix of tangible products and intangible services
designed and combined so that they are jointly capable of fulfilling integrated, final customer needs.
Product-service system (PSS): The product-service including the network and infrastructure needed to
'procedure' a product-service. Fig. 
解を評価することで，PSS の概念設計における議論の観点を明確にした．
Muto, Kimita, Tanaka, Numata, Hosono, Izukura, Sakaki and Shimomura, Transactions of the JSME (in Japanese), Vol.82, No.842 (2016) Need to organize outsourced tasks efficiently, to reach cooperation and strategic integration between the partners. Information exchange with the partners includes: knowledge, training, integration of capabilities.
Cost Structure
Traditional production costs, with additional material and human resource costs.
The need for capital is high since various costs are shifted to the provider.
Risk premium (responsibility of total cost risks) and/or uncertainty related to the system costs. There is a need to determine of all lifecycle costs. From a product-oriented PSS to a use-oriented PSS Requirements  Products and services that owner company provides to stakeholders have been identified  Products and services that partner company provides to stakeholders have been identified  Ownership of offered products and services has been investigated  Alliance risks have been considered  A solution for alliance risks has been discussed  For forming an alliance, a standard based on a minimum of stakeholders' demands has been established  Operational costs for alliance business have been discussed Business Concept  Based on both owner and partner company information, feasible alliance plans were conceptualized
Business Process  Own business process has been outlined  For forming the alliance, roles of partner companies have been identified  For forming the alliance, roles of owner company have been identified  Own business process that partner companies can support (or replace) has been identified  Own company supports (or replaces) the business process of the partner company has been considered
Advantages and Disadvantages for the Alliance  End users have been discussed in addition to both owner and partner companies  Alliance business has been discussed from a viewpoint of end user usability  Advantages and disadvantages for an alliance have been clarified (for owner company, partners, and end users)  Continuity of alliance business has been predicted from the viewpoint of the product lifecycle From a use-oriented PSS to a result-oriented PSS Requirements  Products and services have been identified from the viewpoint of each end-user's characteristics  The possibility of end users' required value might change has been discussed  The performance level-stakeholders' need to be satisfied during the alliance-has been clarified  Future risks caused by a performance-based process have been anticipated  A solution plan addressing new risks caused by a performance-based process has been discussed  For forming an alliance, the possibility that owner company might have a new role was discussed  Own company has agreed that the new role would exceed its existing business
Business Concept  Performance-based alliance plans have been conceptualized based on both owner and partner company information  An alliance plan that enables stakeholders to expand through the business operation has been proposed
Business Process  Business process of partner companies has been understood  Based on partners' business process, the business process that owner company can replace has been identified Advantages and Disadvantages for the Alliance  The meaning for forming an alliance with a "particular" partner has been discussed  Both merits and demerits for existing end users arising from the alliance have been clarified  Potential end users have been discussed  Both merits and demerits for potential end users arising from the alliance have been discussed  Operation of the alliance business has been discussed from a long-term point of view  Usability for the end users by forming a "performance-based" business has been discussed 
